Abstract-In this paper, we propose a new technique, called Priority Forwarding, for efficient and fast flooding operations in wireless ad hoc networks. The new scheme is featured by dynamic delay and priority checking. The former feature allows a host to wait as long as possible to refrain from retransmission, minimizing retransmission overhead. The priority checking feature, on the other hand, allows a flooding packet to be propagated as quickly as possible, keeping flooding latency low. Unlike many location-aided flooding techniques, Priority Forwarding requires each host to know only the distance of its 1-hop neighbors, instead of their exact locations. Therefore, it has low implementation cost. For performance evaluation, we compare Priority Forwarding with some existing techniques using simulation. Our results show that under most scenarios, the new technique performs many times better in reducing packet retransmissions and flooding latency.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, wireless ad hoc networks have received a great deal of research interest due to their simplicity and low cost of deployment. No pre-existing communication infrastructure is required. A node can communicate directly to nodes within its transmission range or to those outside its transmission range via wireless packet relays. Flooding, i.e., network-wide broadcasting, is an operation for sending a packet to all the other nodes in the network. In wireless ad hoc networks, flooding is necessary for service and resource discovery and is a building block for many unicast and multicast routing protocols (e.g., DSR [1] , AODV [2] , ZRP [3] , LAR [4] , just to name a few).
As a communication primitive, flooding has a significant impact on the overall performance of wireless ad hoc networks. Numerous flooding schemes have been proposed along with a number of metrics to evaluate their performance and implementation cost. For ease of exposition, we assume a static network and no packet collision, under which these techniques generally work best. To measure the performance of a flooding technique, a commonly used metric is broadcast reachability defined as the percentage of reachable hosts that actually receive the broadcast packet. Reachable hosts are hosts in the network that can receive the broadcast packet through simple flooding [5] [6] , in which every host receiving a flooding packet is required to rebroadcast it once. A broadcast reachability below 100% means that some host does not receive the broadcast packet because an intermediate host between itself and the source decides not to retransmit the packet. Another metric is retransmission overhead defined as the percentage of receiving hosts (i.e., hosts receiving the broadcast packet) that actually retransmit the packet. The retransmission overhead of Simple Flooding is 100% since all hosts must transmit the packet once during a flooding operation. Low retransmission overhead is desirable to reduce unnecessary network traffic. The third metric is broadcast latency defined as the time taken by a flooding packet from a source to reach the last reachable host in the network. This metric has recently gained more attention since it is critical for time-constrained applications such as broadcasts of emergency messages and real-time multimedia applications. While these three metrics measure the performance of a flooding technique, its implementation cost is often measured by two factors. One factor is the number of hops that it requires each host to track its neighbors. In general, the more hops a host needs to track, the more network control overhead incur. Another factor is whether or not this technique relies on host location information, which may require positioning systems such as GPS [7] .
An ideal flooding technique should simultaneously achieve three performance goals, i.e., 100% reachability, low transmission overhead, and short broadcast latency, with a low implementation cost. Existing techniques, however, fall short in achieving these goals. While some of them (e.g., [8] , [9] , [10] , etc.) make a tradeoff between broadcast reachability and transmission overhead, many others (e.g., [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , etc.) either require excessive network control overhead, or may incur long broadcast latency, or both. Note that minimizing transmission overhead and minimizing broadcast latency are two seemly conflicting goals. To keep retransmission overhead low, some techniques (e.g., [18] , [19] , etc.) allow a host to keep track of redundant packets received over some time period. The value of this period is either randomly chosen between zero and some pre-configured value, or based on factors such as a host's distance to where it receives the packet for the first time. At the end of this period, a host checks all redundant packets it receives and then determines whether or not to rebroadcast the packet. A longer period allows a host to collect more redundant packets, giving it a better chance to avoid retransmission of the packet. However, it tends to increase the broadcast latency.
In this paper, we propose a novel technique called Priority Forwarding, aiming at addressing the aforementioned problems. In our technique, upon receiving a packet, a host first checks its forwarding priority by finding its neighbors that can be reached by this packet. If none of these neighbors is closer than this host to the sender of the packet, this host forwards the packet immediately. Otherwise, it waits and dynamically adjusts its waiting time upon the receiving of duplicate packets. The advantages of our techniques are twofold. With the priority checking, a host can forward a packet immediately, minimizing the delay of flooding propagation. On the other hand, with the dynamic delay, a host can wait as long as possible to collect more duplicate packets, eliminating a large amount of unnecessary retransmissions. As our performance study indicates, with the proposed scheme, a broadcast is typically forwarded by the hosts close to the perimeter of a broadcast coverage. Therefore, it is highly scalable with respect to the network size and density. In addition, Priority Forwarding requires each host to know only its distance to its 1-hop neighbors. Thus, its implementation is lower than many existing techniques that require each host to track the locations of its neighbors within two or more hops.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We present the concept of Priority Forwarding in Section 2, and introduce the protocol in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe the simulation model and examine the performance results. The concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
II. CONCEPT OF PRIORITY FORWARDING
In our technique, each host tracks its 1-hop neighbors through periodic heartbeat. In addition, we assume each host can determine its distance to each of its neighbors, which could be done by measuring the radio signal itself [23] .
A. Dynamic Delay
When a host receives a new flooding packet, it can wait for a while. During the waiting time, it may collect duplicate packets forwarded by other hosts. If these packets have covered all its 1-hop neighbors, then this host does not have to forward the packet. The challenge is how to set a host's waiting time. In this paper, we propose a dynamic delay approach. Suppose host X receives a new flooding packet, say, from S. X can initialize its waiting time W on this packet as
, where R S is the transmission radius of S and dist(X, S) is the distance between X and S. If T (T ≤ W ) time units later, X receives a duplicate copy from Y , then X adjusts its waiting time on this packet to be
where R Y is the transmission radius of Y . The basic idea is to allow a host to extend its waiting time as long as possible, but no more than Max W ait T ime, to collect more duplicate retransmissions. Obviously, dynamically adjusting a host's waiting time gives a host a better chance to avoid its forwarding obligation with the tradeoff of more computation.
As an example, consider Figure 1 . When hosts A, B, and C receive a flooding packet from S, A's waiting time will be the shortest, B second, and C third. This is a good forwarding order at this moment because A is the one furthest to S, a broadcast from A will cover more new area than from B or C. However, after A forwards the packet, it would be better for C, instead of B, to forward next. Because B is very close to A, most of B's transmission area has already been covered by the broadcast of S and A. If we make C forward before B, B will not need to forward because the three duplicate packets it receives have already fully covered its transmission area. Apparently, our dynamic-delay approach reflects this need.
We note that using packet delay to preserve retransmission order was first explored in [18] . However, given a flooding packet, their approach sets a host's waiting time only once, i.e., at the time when it first receives the packet. As we will see shortly in our performance study, such static delay setting retains a large amount of unnecessary retransmissions. Especially, when network density is not very high, its performance is almost the same as simple flooding. If we apply this scheme to the previous example, then B would have to forward after A does.
B. Priority Checking
Relying on packet delay to avoid packet retransmission may result in unnecessary propagation latency. Such unnecessary forwarding delays can be avoided with the following priority checking mechanism. When a host broadcasts a flooding packet, it includes all of its 1-hop neighbors in the packet's header. Assume a host, say H, receives a flooding packet, say from S, whose transmission radius is R S . Then H first finds out all of its 1-hop neighbors that are listed in the packet header. These hosts are common neighbors to both H and S. For each of such common neighbors, say N , H calculates dist(N, S), the distance between N and S. If none of their distance to S is larger than H's distance to S, then H has the highest priority to forward. In this case, H forwards the packet as soon as it acquires a clear communication channel.
When H receives a packet from S, it is possible that H can simply calculate the distance between its neighbors and S. Given a neighbor, say N , if dist(N, S) ≤ R S , then N should be in the transmission coverage of S. In reality, however, a wireless broadcast in most cases does not have a perfect coverage circle because of factors such as broadcast energy fading. Therefore, including neighbor list in a packet header makes our scheme more robust.
With our priority checking, a flooding packet can be propagated as soon as possible. For each broadcast, at least one broadcast will follow immediately, if there are still some hosts not covered. In the next section, we present a new flooding protocol, an integration of dynamic delay and priority checking, to achieve the following two seemingly conflicting goals:
• A host should wait as long as possible to collect more duplicate packets to avoid retransmission; • A flooding packet should be forwarded as quick as possible to reduce flooding latency.
III. PROPOSED PROTOCOL
In Priority Forwarding, when a host sends a flooding packet, it includes its 1-hop 
• For each of the newly-marked neighbors (i.e., those who receive this flooding packet first time), calculate its distance to the packet's sender; • If none of them is closer than the current host to the packet's sender, this thread forwards the packet and terminates itself; 4) Otherwise, set waiting time:
• If this packet is first time received, it initializes a timer on this packet with a distance-based waiting time; • Otherwise, adjust the timer's waiting time, if possible, using the dynamic delay algorithm discussed early.
When the thread forwards the packet and terminates itself, it also destroys the packet's timer. If the duplicate packets collected by the host during its maximum waiting period cannot cover all of its 1-hop neighbors, the host forwards the packet and terminates its corresponding thread. Since a host has to rebroadcast a flooding packet unless all of its 1-hop neighbors can receive the packet from other hosts, our technique guaranteed 100% broadcast reachability. We also note that we exclude those neighbors who have received the flooding packet before and may have already forwarded the packet. By checking only newlymarked neighbors, we can ensure that after a broadcast is sent, at least one more broadcast will follow immediately if the flooding has not covered the entire network. Thus, the propagation delay can be minimized. On the other hand, dynamically adjusting a host's waiting time allows the host to wait as long as possible to collect duplicate packets, if this host is not the one furthest to a packet's sender. As we will see in performance study, this feature avoids a large amount of unnecessary retransmissions. Another major advantage of Priority Forwarding is its low control overhead. It requires each host to know only its distance to its 1-hop neighbors.
IV. PERFORMANCE STUDY
For the purpose of performance comparison, we have implemented detailed simulators for Priority Forwarding, Simple Flooding, and Flooding with Self-Pruning [11] . The last two techniques do not use forwarding delay. Their flooding latency is mainly caused by packet collision and channel competition. Since we are mainly interested in the reduction in unnecessary broadcast retransmission and their relative performance in flooding latency, we did not simulate the communication synchronization among the hosts, and assumed that a host could acquire a clear communication channel whenever it needed. Therefore, we are not able to determine the flooding latency caused by these two techniques. In order to compare both retransmission rate and flooding latency, we implemented another flooding technique, which was proposed in [18] . This scheme also makes a host wait upon receiving a new flooding packet, but it uses a fixed waiting time, which is set when the host receives a flooding packet at its first time. This mechanism is called Distance-Based Defer Time (DBDT). At the end of its waiting, the host checks the transmission coverage of each duplicate packet and if their concatenation can cover this host's entire transmission area, then it does not need to forward the packet. This mechanism is called AngleBased Scheme (ABS). For simplicity, we will refer to this flooding technique, a combination of DBDT and ABS, as DBDT-ABS. In both Priority Forwarding and DBDT-ABS, we use the same distance-based formula, presented in Section 2, to calculate a host's waiting time and set the Max W ait T ime to be the transmission radius. The latency of a flooding operation is then calculated as the time difference between the time when a host initiates a flooding packet to the time when the last host receives the packet. All these techniques guarantee flooding reachability. While Simple Flooding and DBDT-ABS do not require neighborhood knowledge, Priority Forwarding and Self Pruning require each host to know its 1-hop neighbors.
In each simulation run, we randomly choose a host and let it broadcast one data packet using different broadcasting techniques. Only one broadcast occurred at any one time. For each broadcast, we recorded the desired performance metrics and computed the corresponding average values. Each data point in our plots has a minimum confidence level of 95% and is the average of the results from 30 simulation runs generated as discussed above. Roughly, we simulated a campus-size network, a domain region about 10 to 100 hops.
A. Effect of Host Density
In this study, we fixed the transmission radius at 10 meters and generated a certain number of hosts, from 2500 to 25000, in each simulation run and placed them randomly on a square region of 500x500 meter 2 . In other words, we increased network density from 0.01 to 0.1 host/meter 2 . Figure 2 (a) shows the retransmission rate under four techniques. The worst performer is Simple Flooding, incurring 100% retransmission rate. The retransmission rate under Self Pruning increases as the network becomes denser. In this scheme, when a host receives a packet, it has to forward the packet unless all its 1-hop neighbors are included in the packet's header. Thus, it performs better in a sparse network. However, our simulation shows that only the hosts close to network borders can likely avoid retransmissions. As for DBDT-ABS, it performs the same as Simple Flooding when the host density is low. However, as the network becomes denser, it performs better and eventually outperforms Self Pruning. This shows that using static waiting time cannot reduce retransmission effectively, even though it does make flooding propagate in some order. In contrast to all other three techniques, Priority Forwarding incurs significantly lower retransmission rate. Figure 2 (a) shows that the retransmission rate becomes lower when the network becomes denser. Since the number of hosts participating in a flooding operation does not increase as much as the host density increases, the flooding cost under Priority Forwarding is not very sensitive to the network density. This study shows the effectiveness of dynamic waiting in eliminating redundant retransmission. Dynamic waiting, on the other hand, does not contribute latency to a flooding operation. As showed in Figure 2 (b), Priority Forwarding incurs much less flooding latency than DBDT-ABS. This is made possible with priority checking. Because it makes the hosts closest to the perimeter of a broadcast forward without delay, a flooding packet can be propagated as quickly as possible. We note that the network latency under DBDT-ABS decreases as the network becomes denser. This can be explained as follows. When a network becomes denser, each host has more neighbors within its transmission coverage and the host closest to the transmission perimeter should become closer. Thus, this host, which is the furthest, has to wait less and this make a flooding propagate faster.
B. Effect of Network Area
In this study, we increased the network area, from 100x100 to 1000x1000 meter 2 , in each simulation run and fixed the host density at 0.05 host/meter 2 . The generated hosts are placed randomly on the network square domain. We fixed the transmission radius at 10 meters. Figure 3 (a) shows all four techniques have quite stable retransmission rates with respect to network size. The worst performer is Simple Flooding with 100% retransmission rate while the best one is Priority Forwarding with less than 30% retransmission rate. As for Self Pruning and DBDT-ABS, both require more than 85% of hosts to participate in packet forwarding. Note that Priority Forwarding and Self Pruning both take advantage of 1-hop neighborhood knowledge, but they have significantly different performance. This confirms our observation that a good order of flooding propagation, preserved by dynamic waiting, can help eliminate a large amount of redundant retransmission. Priority Forwarding also incurs much lower retransmission rate than DBDT-ABS. This performance gain comes from two factors. First, in Priority Forwarding, a host uses 1-hop neighborhood knowledge to determine if it should forward a packet. In contrast, in DBDT-ABS, a host does not have such knowledge and therefore, to avoid a retransmission, it has to make sure its transmission area is fully covered by the duplicate packets it receives. Our simulation shows that a host may receive a set of duplicate packets which together can cover all its 1-hop neighbors, but in most cases these packets cannot fully cover the host's entire transmission area. Second, Priority Forwarding dynamically adjusts a host's waiting time to collect more duplicate packets. It first seems that such dynamic extension of waiting could prolong flooding latency. However, this is avoided with our priority checking feature: the host furthest from a packet's sender has the highest forwarding priority and will forward the packet immediately. This feature significantly reduces the flooding latency. As Figure 3 (b) shows, the flooding latency under Priority Checking is much lower than that under DBDT-ABS.
C. Effect of Transmission Radius
In this study, we varied the transmission radius, from 5 to 15 meters, in each simulation run. The network area is fixed at 500x500 meter 2 and the host density 0.05 host/meter 2 . Figure 4 (a) and (b) show the retransmission rate and flooding latency, respectively, under the four techniques. Interestingly, the retransmission rate under Self Pruning increases as the radius increases. This can be explained as follows. Assume two hosts are within 1-hop to each other. When their radius increases, their overlapping coverage increases. However, their non-overlapping portion also increases. Thus, it becomes less likely they have exactly the same 1-hop neighbors. This means that when a host receives a packet, it is more likely this host has to forward the packet, because Self Pruning allows one to drop a packet unless all its neighbors are also within 1-hop distance to the sender of this packet. The retransmission rate under DBDT-ABS drops as hosts increase their transmission radius, but it is far worse than Priority Forwarding in all cases. As for flooding latency, Figure 4 (b) shows that DBDT-ABS improves when transmission radius increases, although it is still much worse than Priority Forwarding. Such performance gain, however, mainly comes from the fact that increasing transmission radius reduces the number of hops of propagating a flooding packet to cover the entire network. This is because when the host density is fixed, increasing transmission radius does not affect the forwarding delay of those hosts who are nearest to the perimeter of a broadcast coverage.
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented a new flooding technique called Priority Forwarding, which has several advantages. First, it is highly efficient in reducing unnecessary packet retransmissions. By allowing a host to dynamically adjust its waiting time, the host can have better chance to collect more duplicate packets to avoid packet retransmission. Second, it minimizes flooding latency. With priority checking, the host closest to the coverage perimeter of a flooding packet will forward the packet immediately without delay. Thus, a flooding packet can be propagated as quickly as possible. Third, the new technique is simple and low-cost in implementation, as it requires each host to know only its distance to its 1-hop neighbors. Finally, the proposed technique allows a host to drop off a packet only when its 1-hop neighbors can receive the same packet from other hosts. Thus, it guarantees the flooding reachability. 
